


- Naive Starry Eyed Idiots Rationalize Their 'Sense of Coolness' In
Self Promoting Fake Religion-like "salon's.

 
          

Tech Elites Recreate The
Absolute BS Cultism Of Burning
Man Inside Their Living Rooms

36 Reactions

By Alex Williams, New York Times

To Chad Mureta, a Silicon Valley app guru, the intimate salons of
Jess Magic, a New Age troubadour, are “like drugs, without taking
anything.”

To Sanjiv Sidhu, a so-called software savant whose fortune was
once estimated at over $6 billion, Magic’s invitation-only salons are
the perfect escape from a business culture where one-upmanship is
“crowding out our need to connect.”

To Jason Silva, the tech futurist and TV personality, her gatherings
are a safe space for entrepreneurs who “sacrifice friendships,
relationships and time,” only to “realize that it’s lonely at the top.”

Tech elites who are looking for more than extra zeros in their bank
statements are finding it in an unlikely place: so-called
songversations, emotion-heavy gatherings that combine
philosophical rap sessions with improvised music, run by a ukulele-
strumming songstress who describes herself as a “heartist.”



Branded as “Soul Salons,” they import the cosmic-explorer sensibility
of Burning Man’s dusty playa into the cozy living rooms of prominent
entrepreneurs, where they sing freestyle on topics as diverse as
environmental degradation and heartbreak. Think of it as a free-jazz
equivalent of an Esalen retreat.

The tech A-list is a curious place to land for Magic, 37, who speaks
in the soothing tones of a massage therapist and divides her time
between Cardiff, California, and Bali, Indonesia. Until a few years
ago, Magic ran a nonprofit for survivors of sexual trauma.

Despite her wood-nymph aura, or maybe because of it, Magic has
found herself in some button-down circles. In 2016, she performed at
the Women Economic Forum in New Delhi and at a star-studded
birthday party of her friend Ken Howery, a founder of PayPal, on
Necker Island.

“I don’t know if you’d call this a breakthrough,” she said, “but I got
Peter Thiel to sing along and Elon Musk to smile.”

Magic, who seems to approach every topic with a sense of giddy
wonder, as if she just fell in love five minutes ago, believes that her
appeal is rooted in the spiritual hollowness so many business elites
feel, despite their wealth.

“The finance and tech scene is still riding the waves of
hypermasculine values,” she said. “Coffee to get through the day,
alcohol to wind down, then sleeping pills at night to turn off the mind
from all that they have going on.”

“People forget that they are human beings rather than human
doings,” she added.



Enter the Soul Salon, which Magic calls “a play date for your inner
child” and performs as a “gift,” she said (although guests are invited
to “contribute in accordance with the value they feel they received”).

The salons usually start with a theme — say, the emptiness of
consumer culture. As key phrases arise, Magic will begin strumming
and humming, weaving those lines of dialogue into a lilting melody.
The effect is vaguely akin to Joni Mitchell performing freestyle rap at
Davos.

As the extemporaneous song grows, others join in with musings of
their own, call-and-response style. Not every captain of industry can
carry a tune, of course, but that’s not the point. As Magic likes to say,
“We don’t sing to be good, we sing to be free.”

Andrew Hewitt, creator of GameChangers 500, which ranks the
world’s top “for-benefit” businesses, said he has “witnessed some of
the headiest Silicon Valley titans be deeply touched through these
experiences.”

“For people who live most of the time in their head,” Hewitt said, “this
feels like magic.”

Magic is now extending her song beyond Silicon Valley, with a 10-
city tour (a mix of private salons and public events, starting at $35)
stretching from the summer solstice to the fall equinox.

The tour began in New York on June 22, when 150 people showed
up at a cavernous gallery in Chelseaaround 7 p.m., many dressed in
flowing tie-dyed pants, caftans and silk head wraps. (A photography
show and a talk sponsored by Peace Accelerators took place at the
same time.)



Magic looked ready to jam with the “Exile on Main St."-era Rolling
Stones, wearing skintight bell bottoms and platforms, and admitted
to being nervous.

“One of the reasons why I do what I do, and why I am, honestly, on
this planet, is to show up with such a level of vulnerability and
sincerity and authenticity, that it almost gives people permission to
let it go for a little while,” she said.

Whatever the topic, Magic speaks with a faraway sense of wonder,
her hazel eyes seeming to sparkle. When the singing commenced,
Magic invited the assembled to sit on the floor in a semicircle, where
a musician named Elijah Ray droned a mystical tune that called to
mind images of saffron robes and singing bowls.

As the music swirled, Charles Eisenstein, a proponent of what he
calls “sacred economics,” talked about the unending human injury to
Mother Earth. “If you knew she could feel, would you stop?” he said.

When his monologue wound down, Magic rose and began a Norah
Jones-style ballad, picking up phrases from Eisenstein’s talk. “If we
believed,” she sang in a soulful jazz scat, “that me, that me, that me
and the river were the same, would it change my ways?”

At first, the audience sat silent, seemingly puzzled. But slowly people
began to clap their hands and sway to the beat. A man with a floppy
hat and wizardlike robe began to gyrate around the dance floor.

“It’s Burning Man in Chelsea,” one observer said.


